Curriculum Share
DRDP Measure: Understanding of Language
Age Group: Toddlers

I-Spy Tray

This activity helps your child develop and understand increasingly complex language. You can begin by stating simple statements such as, “I spy something red” to more complex statements such as, “I spy something red that drives on tracks.”

Materials:
• Tray or small blanket to define a space
• Random toys (try to get items that are different from each other)

Directions:
• Place items on the tray or blanket
• Sit across from each other
• Take turns “spying different objects in the tray. (I-spy an animal, I-spy something yellow, etc.)

This activity helps your child develop and understand increasingly complex language. You can begin by stating simple statements such as, “I spy something red” to more complex statements such as, “I spy something red that drives on tracks.”